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Abstract.
Rationale and Objectives. In the general context of perfusion pattern modelling
from SPECT data, the purpose of this study was to characterize inter-individual
functional variability and functional connectivity between anatomical structures in
a set of SPECT data acquired from a homogeneous population of subjects.
Materials and methods. From Volume of Interest (VOI)-perfusion
measurements performed on anatomically standardized SPECT data, we proposed
to use correspondence analysis (CA) and hierarchical clustering (HC) to explore the
structure of statistical dependencies among these measurements. The method was
applied to study the perfusion pattern in two populations of subjects, namely SPECT
data from 27 healthy subjects and ictal SPECT data from 10 mesial temporal lobe
epilepsy (MTLE) patients.
Results. For healthy subjects, anatomical structures showing statistically
dependent perfusion patterns were classified into four groups, namely temporo-mesial
structures, internal structures, posterior structures and remaining cortex. For MTLE
patients, they were classified as temporo-mesial structures, surrounding temporal
structures, internal structures and remaining cortex. Anatomical structures of each
group showed similar perfusion behavior so that they may be functionally connected
and may belong to the same network. Our main result was that the temporal pole and
the lenticular nucleus seemed to be highly relevant to characterize ictal perfusion in
MTLE patients. This exploratory analysis suggested that a network involving temporal
structures, lenticular nucleus, brainstem and cerebellum seems to be involved during
MTLE seizures.
Conclusion. CA followed by HC is a promising approach to explore brain
perfusion pattern from SPECT VOI measurements.
Key Words. Functionnal variability; SPECT; correspondence analysis;
hierarchical clustering; mesio-temporal lobe epilepsy
1. Introduction
Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) using 99mTc-HMPAO or 99mTc-
ECD as a radiotracer is the most widely applied technique to study cerebral blood
flow [1]. Ictal SPECT is a high sensitive technique for imaging extreme perfusion
changes occurring during an epileptic seizure [2]. It provides valuable information for the
presurgical investigation of epilepsy. A perfusion pattern is defined as a typical spatial
organization of brain perfusion among a homogeneous set of SPECT data. Perfusion
patterns may be used to characterize subtypes of a pathology, for instance in temporal
lobe epilepsy [3, 4]. Characterizing brain perfusion inter-individual functional variability
in SPECT is a key issue to better understand the physiology and physio-pathology, to
study functional connectivity, to support diagnosis and to derive a model for perfusion
pattern. Volume of Interest (VOI)-based anatomic standardization analysis has been
widely used to study normal perfusion patterns in SPECT [5, 6, 7]. Such methods rely
on an a priori spatial model of brain anatomy described by VOIs definition. VOI-based
analysis assumes that the perfusion values of interest are homogeneous within each VOI.
The main perfusion models reported in the literature reflected mainly inter-individual
average perfusion characteristics (see [6] for a study of 89 healthy subjects). In [8],
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we proposed a spatial model of brain anatomy, i.e. VOIs, dedicated to the analysis of
ictal SPECT data for mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (MTLE) patients. Such anatomical
model was used to create an average model for normal perfusion within healthy subjects
and an average model for ictal perfusion in MTLE patients.
Analyzing inter-individual functional variability of brain perfusion among a set
SPECT data set is needed for perfusion pattern modelling. Principal component
analysis of SPECT data sets has already been proposed to study functional variability
within a population of healthy subjects [7, 9] or within a population of temporal lobe
epilepsy patients [10]. Those methods aim at identifying anatomical structures where
perfusion is covarying between subjects of a same homogeneous group. Discriminant
analysis has been used for non-supervised classification between normal and pathological
SPECT data [11]. Characterization of a perfusion pattern may also be achieved by
studying “dependencies” between anatomical structures (e.g., correlation, statistical
dependencies, functional connectivity). This aspect is of particular interest in the
context of presurgical investigation of epilepsy, especially because the notion of
epileptogenic network seems helpful to better understand epilepsy [12, 13]. Concerning
ictal SPECT in temporal lobe epilepsy, evidence of underlying functional networks,
involving the thalamus, the basal ganglia and the cerebellum, was already suggested
[10, 14, 15].
The purpose of this study is to propose a new method to characterize inter-
individual functional variability and statistical dependencies between anatomical
structures from SPECT data. We propose to combine correspondence analysis (CA) and
hierarchical clustering (HC) [16] to explore perfusion patterns observed using SPECT
data sets acquired from a homogeneous population of subjects. By combining both
approaches, we were able to extract the most meaningful information from the data
using CA, and then to identify groups of anatomical structures showing similar perfusion
behavior using HC. This multivariate analysis was performed on VOI measurements
obtained after anatomic standardization as proposed in Grova et al. [8]. Perfusion
patterns were studied from normal SPECT data of 27 healthy subjects and from ictal
SPECT data of 10 MTLE patients.
2. Material and Methods
2.1. Anatomic standardization analysis
2.1.1. Spatial model of brain anatomy: VOIs selection was deduced from the
anthropomorphic model of the head proposed by Zubal et al. [17]. This model was
established from a T1-weighted high-resolution 3D MRI of a healthy subject from
which VOIs were hand drawn and labeled. To generate a spatial model of brain
anatomy appropriate to study perfusion patterns seen in temporal lobe epilepsy [3],
Zubal phantom temporal and frontal VOIs were re-segmented into their mesial, lateral
and polar components. In order to study perfusion inter-hemispheric asymmetries, all
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VOIs were re-labelled as belonging to the right or the left hemisphere. 52 lateralized
brain VOIs were thus generated from Zubal phantom.
2.1.2. Population of subjects, data acquisition and preprocessing: Two populations of
subjects exhibiting characteristic perfusion patterns were considered. SPECT scans of
27 healthy subjects (12 men and 15 women, aged 20 to 56 years) were used to study
normal perfusion. These data were kindly provided by Dr. Barnden from the Queen
Elizabeth Hospital (Woodville, Australia). Ictal SPECT from 10 MTLE patients (six
men and four women, aged 19 to 43 years) from the Rennes University Hospital (Rennes,
France) were selected to derive a model of ictal perfusion. Patients selection was based
on clinical data showing usual temporal ictal semiology (cf. epigastric sensation, dreamy
state, automatism), absence of secondary generalization in their history, unilateral
involvement of the temporal lobe on Electro-EncephaloGraphy (EEG) and on the result
of the surgery. Ictal SPECT data thus exhibited a typical ictal perfusion pattern for
MTLE, as described in [3]. After clinical investigations including SPECT acquisitions,
all MTLE patients underwent curative surgery and are now seizure free (Engel class Ia
[18]). Pathological hemisphere was then clearly identified for each patient.
For the 27 healthy subjects, SPECT images were acquired with a three-head gamma
camera equipped with ultra high-resolution parallel collimators (IRIX, Philips MS) after
injection of 500 MBq of 99mTc-HMPAO (120 projections over 360◦, 128 × 128 matrix,
pixel size = 3.59 mm). For the 10 MTLE patients, the ictal SPECT images were
acquired with a two-head DST-XL camera (GEMS) equipped with fan beam or parallel
ultra high-resolution collimators (64 projections over 360◦, 128× 128 matrix, pixel size
= 4.51 mm). 740 MBq of 99mTc-HMPAO was injected 52± 15.3 s (S.D.) after the onset
of the seizure, relying on EEG measurements (seizure duration being 92± 23.3 s).
All SPECT data were reconstructed using filtered backprojection with a ramp
filter (Nyquist frequency cutoff). The reconstructed data were post-filtered with an
8 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) 3D Gaussian filter. The spatial resolution
was FWHM = 12.2 mm for all reconstructed images. Scatter correction was only
performed for the healthy subjects using the Jaszczak method [19], by subtracting
the projections corresponding to a simultaneous acquired Compton window. No
simultaneous acquisition in a Compton window was available for retrospective ictal
SPECT data. Assuming uniform attenuation in the head, first order Chang attenuation
correction [20] was performed, with the attenuation coefficient µ = 0.15 cm−1 for scatter
corrected data and µ = 0.12 cm−1 for uncorrected data [19].
2.1.3. Spatial normalization: To perform SPECT measurements in the VOIs of the
spatial model (see §2.1.1), the spatial normalization method described by Friston et al.
[21] and implemented in the Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM99 ¶) software was
used. SPECT data and VOIs of the spatial model were both spatially normalized to a
¶ SPM software: http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/
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mean anatomical reference volume, represented by the T1 template provided by SPM,
as follows:
• A non-linear geometric transformation was estimated to match the 3D T1-weighted
MRI of the Zubal phantom, and thus the VOIs, on the T1 SPM template.
• For the 27 healthy subjects, SPECT images were spatially normalized to the
SPECT template provided by SPM using an affine geometric transformation,
as recommended by Acton and Friston [22] ; the SPECT SPM template is by
construction in the same referential as the T1 SPM template.
• For the 10 MTLE patients, a two-step approach was used to achieve spatial
normalization of ictal SPECT data, which exhibited large hyperperfused areas.
First, an inter-modality / intra-patient rigid registration was performed between
each patient’s ictal SPECT and MRI data, by maximization of mutual information
[23]. Each subject’s 3D T1-weighted MRI was then spatially normalized to the T1
SPM template, using a non-linear geometric transformation.
All these linear or non-linear geometric transformations allowed resampling of the
SPECT data and the VOIs in the unique mean anatomical reference, i.e., the T1 SPM
template, using trilinear interpolation. Spatial normalization was visually checked by a
neurosurgeon, by superimposing each SPECT, MRI and VOIs resampled in this mean
anatomical reference volume (see Figure 1). No significant deformation errors were
visually detected.
2.1.4. Perfusion measurements and intensity normalization: For each VOI j and each
SPECT data set i, a perfusion measurement consisted in the estimation of the mean
SPECT intensity xij within the VOI. To remove the confounding effect of global inter-
acquisition changes in SPECT, each measurement was normalized in intensity so that
the mean voxel count throughout the brain was about 50 counts/voxel.
2.2. Perfusion pattern modelling
Whereas average perfusion models deduced from those VOIs measurements were
proposed in [8], the purpose of this study was to provide a more detailed analysis
of the underlying distribution of those perfusion measurements. Functional variability
was explored by analyzing the structure of statistical dependencies between perfusion
measurements. Considering the VOIs and the SPECT data sets as two qualitative
variables, we applied correspondence analysis (CA) followed by hierarchical clustering
(HC) to study the statistical dependencies between those variables [16].
2.3. Correspondence analysis (CA) and ascending hierarchical clustering (HC)
2.3.1. Generation of the contingency table: CA relies on the analysis of a contingency
tableN, where each element nij describes the number of observed individuals partitioned
among the modalities of two qualitative variables. In our study, the two qualitative
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variables were the anatomical entities, i.e., the VOIs, and the SPECT data sets.
More precisely, to emphasize inter-hemispheric asymmetries during the analysis, we
considered measurements from both hemispheres as two realizations of the same
qualitative variable. The variable V OInonlat thus described the name of the non-
lateralized VOIs of our spatial model, whereas the variable SubjectHem characterized the
“name” of the measured hemisphere of each subject. We distinguished left versus right
hemispheres for healthy subjects, and ipsilateral versus contralateral hemispheres with
respect to the epileptogenic focus for the MTLE patients. The variable SubjectHem
was described by m1 = 2 × 27 = 54 modalities for healthy subjects (respectively
m1 = 2 × 10 = 20 modalities for MTLE patients). V OInonlat was described by
m2 = 52/2 = 26 anatomical entities. A contingency table N was generated by assigning
the corresponding measurement xi′j′ (cf. sections 2.1.4) to each pair of SubjectHem and
V OInonlat modalities.
2.3.2. Basics of CA: From a contingency table N described by m1 rows and
m2 columns, CA exhibits the relationships between distribution profiles, namely
relationships between row profiles or between column profiles. A row profile i is defined
by nij/ni. for j ∈< 1,m2 >, where ni. is the ith row sum. It represents the percentage of
perfusion value stored in each V OInonlat for a particular SubjectHem. A row profile may
also be considered as an individual (i.e., a modality of SubjectHem) described by m2
variables (i.e., modalities of V OInonlat). Similarly, a column profile j defined by nij/n.j
for i ∈< 1,m1 >, n.j being the jth column sum, is the percentage of perfusion value
stored in each SubjectHem for a particular V OInonlat.
CA provides a multivariate analysis of the distribution shapes of those profiles
independent from the intensity of the perfusion values. Similarities between profiles are
taken into account by using a χ2 metric. The χ2-distance between two row profiles i













The χ2-distance between two column profiles is defined similarly. CA may then be
interpreted as a principal component analysis (PCA) of those row profiles (or column
profiles), using the χ2-distance as a metric. The χ2 distance is a well-known similarity
measure of statistical dependence between qualitative variables. Such metric makes it
possible to compare the shapes of distribution profiles, providing an analysis of the
underlying structure of statistical dependencies among modalities of V OInonlat and
SubjectHem.
A threshold on the decreasing eigenvalues resulting from CA is applied to select the
sub-space containing the most meaningful information. Variables, i.e., column profiles
V OInonlat, and individuals, i.e., row profiles SubjectHem, were then represented by their
projections on the first principal components.
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2.4. Interpretation of the results of CA using HC
Within the subspace selected by CA associated with the Euclidian distance, we applied
ascending hierarchical clustering (HC) on CA principal components to extract groups
of variables V OInonlat or individuals SubjectHem considered as neighbors. Using the
Ward criterion to aggregate similar clusters at each level of HC [16], we obtained a
classification tree of neighbor “points”, i.e., variables or individuals. “Cutting” the tree
then provided a classification of those points. Points belonging to the same cluster
were then considered as statistically dependent. On the other hand, points located in
different clusters were considered closer to independence.
To help interpretation, the center of mass of each cluster of anatomical structures
V OInonlat was projected on the two first principal components. The square cosine of
the angle between each center of mass and its projection on each principal component
was assessed to evaluate the quality of the representation. All statistical analysis were
performed using R software +.
3. Results
3.1. Analysis of perfusion measurements within healthy subjects
Projection of the variables on the first two principal components is shown on Figure 2
(a). The first two principal components corresponded to 34.3% of global inertia. For
HC, we selected the first 5 principal components accounting for 67.5% of global inertia.
By cutting the classification tree presented on Figure 2(b), HC allowed us to distinguish
four groups of anatomical structures :
• Internal structures : thalamus (contribution of 30.1% to the second principal
component), caudate nucleus (contribution of 16.8% to the second principal
component), basal ganglia (contribution of 12.5% to the second principal
component) and lenticular nucleus.
• Temporo-mesial structures : amygdala (contribution of 49.7% to the first principal
component and of 12.4% to the second), hippocampus and temporal-pole.
• Posterior structures : inside the cerebral cortex (occipital, occipital-lateral and
occipital-mesial) and outside the cerebral cortex (cerebellum and brainstem).
• Remaining cortex
In each case, we indicated the structures presenting the highest contributions to the
inertia projected on the first two principal components. This analysis showed that
the structure of dependencies between anatomical structures for normal perfusion was
complex to characterize and clearly required more than two principal components.
Projections on the first two principal components presented on Figure 2(a) may thus
be misleading. For all the clusters except the posterior structures one, the center of
+ R software: http://www.r-project.org/.
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mass of the cluster was accurately represented on the first two principal components,
showing high square cosines (see Table 1). The cluster posterior structures was better
represented on the 3rd and the 4th principal components, and its projection close to
the cluster remaining cortex on the first two principal components (cf. Figure 2 (a)) is
misleading. Those four groups of statistically dependent anatomical structures seemed
highly relevant to characterize the normal perfusion pattern. On the other hand, the
analysis of the individuals SubjectHem was not really informative on this population
(results not shown).
3.2. Analysis of ictal perfusion measurements within MTLE patients
The first two principal components were considered sufficient to extract the main
information (69.2 % of global inertia) from the analysis of ictal SPECT of 10 MTLE
patients. Figure 3 (a) shows the projection of the variables on those first two principal
axes. Similarly to healthy subjects analysis, HC within the selected sub-space yielded
four groups of statistically dependent anatomical structures presented on Figures 3 (a)
and (b):
• Temporo-mesial structures : temporal-pole (contribution of 21.3% to the first
principal component), amygdala (contribution of 15.8% to the first principal
component) and hippocampus.
• Surrounding temporal structures : temporal-mesial, temporal-lateral, temporal,
orbito-frontal, insula and lenticular nucleus, including also some posterior structures
outside the cerebral cortex such as cerebellum and brainstem.
• Internal structures : thalamus (contribution of 38.0% to the second principal
component), caudate nucleus (contribution of 21.7% to the second principal
component) and basal ganglia.
• Remaining cortex
The centers of mass of all those clusters were accurately represented on the first two
principal components, showing high square cosines (Table 1). The first principal
component represented mainly the temporo-mesial versus remaining cortex clusters,
whereas the second principal component represented mainly the surrounding temporal
versus internal structures clusters. When compared to the analysis of healthy subjects,
we observed a similar distinction between temporo-mesial structures, internal structures
and remaining cortex. Some differences between normal and ictal perfusion patterns
were nevertheless observed. The lenticular nucleus VOI belonging to the group
of internal structures for healthy subjects analysis, was assigned to the group of
surrounding temporal structures, i.e., close to the pathological area. Although the
temporal-pole VOI was classified within the temporo-mesial cluster for both analysis,
it has an higher influence on the ictal perfusion pattern, showing higher contribution
to the first principal component (21.1%). The anatomical structures temporal-pole
and lenticular-nucleus seemed thus very relevant to describe the ictal perfusion pattern
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seen during MTLE seizures. Note that the cerebellum and the brainstem were also
associated to the surrounding temporal cluster, whereas occipital areas were now
classified within the remaining cortex group. The dual representation showing the
projection of individuals on the first two principal components, presented on Figure 4 (a),
highlights a relevant discrimination between ipsilateral and contralateral hemispheres.
4. Discussion
We proposed to combine correspondence analysis (CA) and ascending hierarchical
clustering (HC) to explore statistical dependencies among perfusion measurements
performed using VOIs applied on anatomically standardized SPECT data. The method
was used to study normal perfusion measured within 27 healthy subjects and ictal
perfusion as seen in 10 MTLE patients. For both groups, we found relevant structures of
statistical dependencies between perfusion measurements, suggesting that CA associated
with HC is a promising approach to characterize functional variability among SPECT
data sets acquired from a homogeneous population. By using CA, our approach differed
from previously reported studies using principal component analysis (PCA) [7, 9, 10].
CA theoretically extracts more general links between variables than PCA because it
explores statistical dependencies between the shapes of perfusion measurement profiles
using the χ2 metric, whereas principal component analysis assumes that distributions
of perfusion measurements are Gaussian and explores correlations between the intensity
of the perfusion values. Moreover, whereas CA or PCA aim at extracting the most
meaningful information from the data and get rid of the noise, our main contribution
was to use HC to assist the interpretation of the results of CA and to find some features
describing the perfusion pattern. HC performed on the sub-space selected by CA allowed
us to identify groups of anatomical structures “statistically dependent”, i.e. showing
similar perfusion behavior among the population. HC was particularly needed when
the structure of statistical dependencies was complex and more than two principal
components were required for its characterization such as for the normal perfusion
pattern (cf. 5 principal components were required).
Even if groups of statistically dependent anatomical structures were clearly
exhibited from the analysis of both healthy subjects and MTLE patients, our results
should be interpreted with caution, especially because of the limited number of SPECT
data studied. Indeed, the proposed analysis may be spoiled by quantification errors
caused by the spatial normalization step or by the perfusion measurement step. Those
errors may thus artificially generate statistical dependencies between some perfusion
measurements. As spatial resolution greatly affects the spatial range of statistical
dependency between neighboring regions, we only considered reconstructed images with
similar spatial resolution (i.e., FWHM = 12.2mm). The differences in dependencies
seen between the two groups are therefore unlikely to be due to differences in spatial
resolution. Moreover, as CA and HC performed on healthy subjects before and after
scatter correction lead to similar results (results not shown), scatter can be assumed not
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to affect the structure of statistical dependencies between regions.
Partial volume effect (PVE) due to SPECT limited spatial resolution is the main
source of absolute quantification errors within small structures in SPECT (see for
instance [24]). It may explain some statistical dependencies between small neighboring
VOIs. However, as CA analyzes measurement profiles, it should be less sensitive to
absolute quantification errors. We thus assume that main dependencies between distant
anatomical structures were preserved, even though data were not corrected for PVE. Our
results are notably in agreement with previous studies reporting functional variability
within healthy subjects [9, 7] or underlying networks in MTLE patients [14, 15, 10],
where no PVE correction was performed as well. Even if VOI-based or voxel-based
methods to correct for PVE have been proposed and validated on PET [25] and SPECT
data [24, 26], achieving accurate PVE in any application context is still a difficult task.
For instance, VOI-based PVE correction methods [25] should be evaluated on perfusion
SPECT data, when using a large number of VOIs as in the present study. We plan to
further investigate this issue before applying CA and HC on PVE corrected data.
VOI-based perfusion measurements may also be biased by some errors arising from
the spatial normalization step. However, the spatial normalization method we used
to compensate for inter-individual anatomical variability [21] was proved to be very
accurate when applied to T1-weighted anatomical MRI, especially to preserve sulco-
gyral morphology [27]. Because SPECT hypoperfusion areas were proved to decrease
accuracy of non-linear spatial normalization [22, 28], we assume that similar effects
should happen with ictal SPECT showing large hyperperfused areas. We thus proposed
a two-step approach [8] to spatially normalize ictal SPECT data, using first an ictal
SPECT/MRI rigid registration that we validated in [29], followed by a non linear
spatial normalization of the T1-weighted MRI. Because of the spatial normalization step
and the low spatial resolution of the SPECT images, we assumed in the present study
that the anatomical inter-individual variability had a negligible impact on the analysis
of functional variability. However, we plan to investigate atlas-based segmentation
methods as proposed by Collins et al. [30] in order to define VOIs directly on the
MRI of each subject. Accurate VOI segmentation on each subjects’MRI will notably be
particularly needed to correct for PVE.
Our results in the 27 healthy subjects agreed with other studies exploring SPECT
functional variability among a population of healthy subjects [6, 7, 9]. Five principal
components were needed to characterize the structure of statistical dependencies
between VOIs. This complexity of the structure of normal perfusion is in agreement
with previous observations, which highlighted the significant effect of various parameters
(e.g., age, gender, laterality) on the perfusion values [6, 7]. HC allowed us to
select four groups of structures considered as relevant to describe normal perfusion
patterns, namely internal structures, temporo-mesial structures, posterior structures and
remaining cortex. The perfusion among the posterior structures cluster, constituted
by regions located both in (i.e., occipital cortex) and outside (i.e., brainstem and
cerebellum) the cerebral cortex, was thus found relatively independent from the rest
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of the brain. This functional independence reminds us an anatomical distinction as
these posterior structures are supplied by the posterior circulation (vertebrobasilar
system), whereas the other brain regions belong to the carotidean territory. Similar
clusters of correlated anatomical structures have already been reported by Pagani et al.
[7], by applying PCA on VOI-based perfusion measurements from 50 healthy subjects.
However, 12 principal components were considered in [7] to explain 81% of the variance,
while in our data a similar percentage of global inertia could be explained by using
8 principal components. Differences between these two study results may be partly
explained by different acquisition and post-processing protocols and by the choice of the
population of healthy subjects. Special attention must be paid regarding the selection
of the population of healthy subjects when studying normal perfusion in SPECT [6].
Ictal SPECT selected for this study were known to exhibit a characteristic ictal
perfusion pattern as seen in MTLE patients [3]. Due to extreme perfusion changes
caused by epileptic seizure, CA and HC show, as expected, a clear discrimination
between hemispheres ipsilateral and contralateral to the epileptogenic focus. The
structure of statistical dependencies among ictal perfusion measurements was completely
described by only the first two principal components, being therefore more easily
described by our analysis than the normal perfusion pattern. The overall structure
of statistical dependencies was concordant between ictal and normal perfusion
measurements, as similar clusters were identified using HC. However, there was some
difference, as we identified no posterior structures group but rather a surrounding
temporal structures group including some temporal structures as well as orbito-frontal,
insula, lenticular nucleus, cerebellum and brainstem structures. When compared to
the normal perfusion pattern, the VOIs temporal-pole and lenticular nucleus were
found highly relevant to characterize this ictal perfusion pattern. Using PCA on VOI
measurements on ictal SPECT, Blumenfeld et al [10] found some correlations between
similar anatomical structures in temporal lobe epilepsy patients and proposed a model
of the underlying network. Using HC, we propose a quantitative method to extract such
a network from the results of most significant dependencies selected by CA or PCA.
Other SPECT studies showed the implication of basal ganglia or cerebellum in ictal
perfusion of MTLE patients [10, 14, 15, 31]. Those results suggest the existence of an
underlying network involving temporal structures, internal structures, brainstem and the
cerebellum during a seizure assessed by ictal SPECT. Evidence of such networks were
also found in other functional studies. In interictal FDG Positron Emission Tomography
(PET) of patients with temporal lobe epilepsy, four hypometabolism patterns were
found and confirmed by electrophysiological results (surface or depth recordings) [4].
Basal ganglia, as well as the insula, were involved in those patterns, suggesting that
the interictal hypometabolism may be related to the ictal discharge generation and
some spreading pathways. PET hypometabolism in basal ganglia, including lenticular
nucleus, was also associated to the generation of dystonic postures occurring during
a temporal seizure [32]. Dystonia was in the other hand associated with ictal SPECT
hyperperfusion in the same structures [31]. Finally, a good agreement between metabolic
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patterns in FDG PET and ictal perfusion patterns in SPECT in temporal lobe epilepsy
was reported in [33], emphasizing the key role of the temporal-pole. In structural image
study and Electroencephalograpy (EEG), the role of the temporal pole in MTLE is an
interesting open question (cf. a special issue of Epileptic disorders [34]). MRI findings of
more diffuse temporal lobe atrophy including the temporal poles [35], as well as depth
EEG abnormalities arising from these regions [36], suggest that the temporal pole is
clearly involved in MTLE seizures.
The existence of anatomical pathways involving temporal lobes and subcortical
structures are well known, and epileptic seizures may involve widespread network
interactions between cortical and subcortical structures [10, 37]. Although it may be
more difficult to electrophysiologically implicate the cerebellum with seizures, there is
no doubt regarding its pathological involvement in epilepsy. Whether it is secondarily
affected by the seizures themselves, by the antiepileptic drug use or by the underlying
epileptogenicity, it remains unclear. According to our results, CA and HC seem thus a
promising approach to explore the statistical dependencies between temporal, internal
and posterior structures in larger groups of patients. We plan to use CA and HC to
further investigate such perfusion patterns on both ictal and interictal SPECT data.
Our methodology could also be applied to the analysis of other imaging modalities such
as FDG PET.
5. Conclusion
We have proposed a method to study the spatial statistical dependencies seen in SPECT
brain perfusion data sets acquired from a homogeneous population of subjects. The
method combines anatomic standardization analysis with correspondence analysis and
ascending hierarchical clustering to explore relationships between perfusion profiles. We
applied the method to normal SPECT images acquired from healthy subjects and
to ictal SPECT images acquired from MTLE patients. Our results gave evidence
of structured perfusion patterns involving four groups of anatomical regions, namely
temporal structures, internal structures, posterior structures and remaining cortex.
Moreover, the temporal pole and the lenticular nucleus seemed to be highly relevant
to characterize ictal perfusion in MTLE patients. The understanding of such spatial
statistical dependency will certainly provide information regarding the underlying
epileptogenic network.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1. Multimodal data fusion for SPECT anatomic standardization analysis: (a)
ictal SPECT of an epileptic patient superimposed on its MRI, both being spatially
normalized to the SPM T1 template, (b) Frontal, temporal and some internal VOIs of
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(a) Projection on the first two principal components, HC using 5
components
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(b) Classification tree, HC using 5 components
Figure 2. Analysis of SPECT data from 27 healthy subjects: (a) projection of
the variables (V OInonlat) on the first two principal components, (b) classification
tree obtained by HC after CA using 5 components. Several clusters of anatomical
structures were extracted from HC and are indicated on the dendrograms (b), namely:
temporo-mesial structures (red ‘◦’), internal structures (blue ‘×’), posterior structures
(green ‘4’) and remaining cortex (black ‘+’). The center of mass of each cluster
(see ‘∗’) was projected on the first two principal components, and the corresponding
name of the cluster is shown using the same color code and italic font. Note
that better discrimination between the posterior structures and the remaining cortex
clusters in (a) was actually observed on the 3rd principal component. Anatomical
structures abbreviations: CORT: cortex, WM: white matter, AMYG: amygdala, HIPP:
hippocampus, NCAU: caudate nucleus, BG: basal ganglia, NLEN: lenticular nucleus,
THAL: thalamus, INS: insula, T: temporal, TPOL: temporal pole, TM: temporal
mesial, TL: temporal lateral, TPOST: temporal posterior, F: frontal, FP: frontal pole,
FO: orbito frontal, FM: frontal mesial, FL: frontal lateral, OCC: occipital, OCCM:
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(a) Classification tree, HC using 2 components
Figure 3. Analysis of ictal SPECT data from 10 MTLE patients: (a) projection
of the variables (V OInonlat) on the first two principal components, (b) classification
tree obtained by HC after CA using 2 components. Several clusters of anatomical
structures were extracted from HC and are indicated on the dendrograms (b),
namely: temporo-mesial structures (red ‘◦’), surrounding temporal structures (green
‘4’), internal structures (blue ‘×’) and remaining cortex (black ‘+’). The center of
mass of each cluster (see ‘∗’) was projected on the first two principal components,
and the corresponding name of the cluster is shown using the same color code and
italic font. Note that the temporal-pole VOI is highly relevant to characterize the
temporo-mesial cluster, whereas the perfusion of the lenticular nucleus, the brainstem
and the cerebellum is associated to the surrounding temporal cluster. Anatomical
structures abbreviations: CORT: cortex, WM: white matter, AMYG: amygdala, HIPP:
hippocampus, NCAU: caudate nucleus, BG: basal ganglia, NLEN: lenticular nucleus,
THAL: thalamus, INS: insula, T: temporal, TPOL: temporal pole, TM: temporal
mesial, TL: temporal lateral, TPOST: temporal posterior, F: frontal, FP: frontal pole,
FO: orbito frontal, FM: frontal mesial, FL: frontal lateral, OCC: occipital, OCCM:
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Figure 4. Projection of the individual (SubjectHem) on the first two principal
components for CA performed on ictal data of 10 MTLE patients. ###_I (in
red) and ###_C (in black) state for respectively the hemispheres Ipsilateral and
Contralateral to the epileptogenic focus for the corresponding patient ###. Note that
a clear discrimination between ipsilateral and contralateral hemispheres was observed.
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